
Nail�
Tired of your boring and uninteresting and unexciting masculine nails? Perhaps you have
thought about brightening up your life by letting your feminine mood shine through your
manicured cuticles. Being proud of who you are includes being proud of your nails, and you aim
to show the world how much you care with every colorful coat that you apply.

Every beautiful woman has a manicure to match her mood and her style. Listen as I gently
guide you towards forming proper manicure habits by reminding you of how much more
comfortable you feel whenever you have a perfectly painted set of nails. Learn to crave the
feeling of having painted nails and begin to feel naked and incomplete when they are nude.

Listen and loop today to get the “Nails” of your dreams.

✧ Always filing my nails into the perfect feminine shape.
✧ Remembering to moisturize my hands multiple times each and every day in order to

keep my cuticles supple and beautiful and smooth in the ways that I desire most.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having beautiful and shiny and colorful nails will help to advertise

me as the completely feminine and girly girl that I know I have always been.
✧ Becoming mesmerized and excited by my pretty and beautiful and glossy painted nails

whenever I look at them.
✧ Feeling beautiful and feminine and elegant whenever I have my nails painted.
✧ Knowing that I can keep my toenails painted and hide them from the world whenever I

desire to.
✧ Preferring to always have my toenails painted my favorite feminine color each and every

day.
✧ Feeling naked and vulnerable and incomplete without my nails painted a pretty feminine

color.
✧ Feeling anxious and ugly and uncomfortable whenever I have bare nails.
✧ Preferring to keep my nails long and perfectly shaped in order to advertise myself as the

beautiful woman that I love to be.
✧ Knowing that having my nails done perfectly is a recognizable mark of a completely sexy

and feminine woman with high beauty standards.
✧ Intuitively knowing that taking care of my nails is an integral part of what I need to do in

order to be the most confident with myself.
✧ Feeling beautiful and feminine and desirable whenever I have my nails painted.
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✧ Fantasizing about going to the nail salon with my best female friends and gossiping with
them as we get our nails done together.

✧ Intuitively knowing that I need to keep my nails painted in a pretty feminine color in order
to present myself as the beautiful and refined and sexy woman that I have always been.

✧ Knowing that my hands look masculine and boyish and large without pretty, feminine
paints on my nails.

✧ Preferring the way my hands and feet look whenever I am wearing nail polish.
✧ Practicing painting my toenails whenever they begin to chip in order to keep up my

feminine appearance.
✧ Remembering to keep a nail file with me at all times just in case a nail breaks.
✧ Feeling happy and excited and beautiful whenever I look down at my perfectly painted

nails.
✧ Imagining myself having a girly sleepover with my best friends and painting each other’s

nails.
✧ Attracted to bright and glittery and shimmery nail polish colors that show off how

feminine I am and love to be.
✧ Expressing my femininity with the polishes I love to put on my nails.
✧ Preferring to have long nails that I can paint and customize in the ways that I desire

most.
✧ Fantasizing about getting compliments on my nails from the beautiful strangers that

notice them.
✧ Craving the attention I will get whenever I am wearing a pretty, feminine, shade of nail

polish.
✧ Feeling feminine and girly and beautiful whenever I paint my well-manicured nails pink.
✧ Knowing that my hands and feet look the best whenever my nails are painted.
✧ Uncomfortable and anxious and worried if I ever leave my home without my toenails

painted a pretty feminine color.
✧ Always checking out the newest nail polish colors at the store whenever I walk by the

beauty aisle.
✧ Preferring my nails to always be primped and polished and perfect.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having a perfect manicure will help to advertise me as the

completely femininine girly girl that I have always been.
✧ Knowing that having perfectly manicured and painted nails is the easiest way to express

my femininity to the world around me.
✧ Preferring the way that my hands look whenever I have my nails professionally painted.
✧ Preferring the way that my toes look whenever I have my toenails painted a pretty

feminine color.
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✧ Knowing that every sexy stanger will know me as the woman I am whenever they see
my pretty and feminine and girly painted nails.

✧ Remembering that only gross and boring and masculine people have poorly maintained
nails.

✧ Feeling proud and confident and loved whenever I am complimented on the color of my
beautiful, feminine nails.

✧ Watching tutorial videos online and finding cute pictures of trendy nail art in order to
inspire me to paint my nails perfectly.

✧ Fantasizing about having a large collection of nail polish colors to choose from.
✧ Craving the feeling of being feminine and girly and loved whenever I look at my large

collection of nail polishes.
✧ Fantasizing about having a large collection of nail polishes to best match my mood with

my feminine nail color.
✧ Imagining myself taking photos of my beautiful manicures to post to social media and

getting the positive attention that I love and crave.
✧ Craving the feeling of having long and girly and femininiely shaped nails.
✧ Thinking about how happy and excited and aroused I will be once I have painted my

fingernails in a cute, feminine color.
✧ Fantasizing about my pretty and perfectly painted nails wrapping around a mug at my

favorite coffee shop.
✧ Fantasizing about going to the nail salon and getting a cute, feminine manicure and

pedicure done by professionals.
✧ Fantasizing about being a regular customer at my favorite nail salon.
✧ Imagining myself becoming friends with my nail technician and gossiping with them as

they work on my pretty, feminine nails.
✧ Fantasizing about how arousing and erotic and sensual it would be to have long fake

acrylic nails.
✧ Imagining myself having cute, feminine jewels glued onto my nails that sparkle in the

sun.
✧ Intuitively knowing that every woman’s look is not complete without a beautiful set of

painted nails.
✧ Freely expressing my femininity by keeping my beautiful nails manicured and painted at

all times.
✧ Loving the idea of coloring my nails in seductive colors like pink and red.
✧ Always doing my nails before a big event in order to appear elegant and refined and

feminine.
✧ Knowing that I have always desired to paint my nails in pretty, feminine colors.
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✧ Feeling happy and comfortable and turned on whenever I smell nail polish.
✧ Feeling excited and aroused and beautiful whenever I smell nail polish.
✧ Feeling the most girly and feminine and confident whenever I have my nails painted.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having my nails painted immediately advertises me as the

beautiful woman that I know I have always been.
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